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June 25, 2001
Ashok Thadani
Director, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Mr. Thadani:

Thank you for appearing before the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources to give
testimony on Thursday, July 12. As a follow-up to our hearing we have received extra questions
to be submitted for the record. Please review the questions and return your responses by August
3 so that they may be added to the record. If no reply arrives by this time, we will print the
hearing and note that the answers to the additional questions were not supplied at the time of
printing.

Question from Senator Domenici

Topic: Safety of Generation IV reactors

I've been concerned that the NRC is not adequately funded or staffed to explore the full
range of safety questions that arise with introduction of more modem technologies into our
present reactors or even into entirely new reactor designs. Do you concur that NRC needs to
rebuild its research infrastructure to respond to new demands on your staff.

Should you have any questions, please contact Sam Fowler (202)224-7571 or Shelley
Brown (202)224-5915 of the Committee staff.

Sincerely,

Chairman
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FORMAT FOR CONGRESSIONAL Q&As

Congressional questions are assigned to various offices for preparation

of the answers.

QUESTION 6.

(A) What is the typing format for responding to Congressional

questions?

ANSWER.

Q&As are to be typed on word processing equipment (WordPerfect) and provided to the EDO

both by hard copy and a 3.5 inch diskette (as directed on Green Control Ticket under Special

Instructions or Remarks). Type each Q&A as a separate job (including multiple parts,

[A, B, C, etc.]) to aid in later revisions and transmission of Q&As to Congressional Affairs. Use

11 pitch, Arial type style, initial caps only, and double spacing. Use four spaces between each

paragraph. Side margins are 1-inch for both left and right; and 1-inch for the top and bottom

margins. Do not use a required return after each typed line.

At the bottom right margin on each page in the footer text, indicate Committee, originating

Office (not Division or Branch). Current date should appear directly below the

Committee/Office. Subsequent revisions should reflect the revised date.

Inhofe/NRR
08/06/98
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QUESTION 6.(A). 2

If succeeding pages are required in answering the question, the question number and page

number should be typed in the header margin text area, so that it appears at the top of each

succeeding page (as shown above).

If enclosures are to be included with a response, indicate on Q&A (as shown below) and type

question number and part (A, B, C, etc., as appropriate) on each enclosure. Three copies of

each enclosure are required. Also, provide an electronic copy of the enclosure, if possible.

Enclosure:

Sample Q&A Format

Inhofe/NRR
08/06/98


